
INTRODUCTION

The Name Structures Family of web sites currently includes 3 sites

1. The baby Naming Experience

2. The Naming Experience

3. The Business Naming Experience

The functional aspect of the Labs are the same as what’s on the DVD.  Only the presentation of the

results will change.  However, not all of the functions on the DVD are incorporated on each site. 

Each of the web sites contain some portion of the functionality included on the DVD.  Listed below

are the details of the functions from the DVD that are to be incorporated into the each specific site.

  

THE BABY NAMING EXPERIENCE

The initial page for the Lab is the sign up

page show on the left.   At the top right

corner there is a Naming Lab Login.  We

will need to design a simple login page.

To use the Baby naming Lab a

subscription must have been previously

purchased and currently valid.

 

The Login page must check login

credentials for;

• Initial subscription date

• Length of subscription purchased

• If the subscription has expired.

If the login credentials are valid then the

user will go to the subscription landing

page shown below:



The Lab on the Baby Naming Experience has three primary functions;

1. Name Profile for First, Middle, Last or Full Name (First page of DVD)

2. Search by Code, Origin or Beginning Letter

3. Compare Profiles

The descriptions below will provide detailed instructions and screen shots for each of the three

options.



1. Name Profile for First, Middle, Last or Full Name 

Name Profile Results should

include:

A. Photo

B. Description copy

C. Horizontal Bar charts

a Strongest Aspects

b Greatest Challenges

These results and the functions

performed are the same as what

is on the DVD except that the

DVD results page does not

include the graph. 

The calculations for the name

ID are performed as follows:

The first number in the code is

the sum of all the vowel

numbers, the second number is

the sum of all the consonant

numbers and the third number is

the sum of the vowel and

consonant numbers. 

For Brian

Vowels: i = 9 and a=1 which

adds up to 10 and reduces to 1

Consonants: B=2, r = 9 and n =

5 which adds up to 16 and

reduces to 7.   Sum: 1+7 = 8

So the numerical name code for

Brian is 178, The Take-Charge

Executive

In names like T.J. where there

are no vowels, a 9 can be the

placeholder for the vowel

number. 

If the First Name Field is left

blank (null) then use the name

entered in the middle name field

to calculate the name ID code

used to retrieve the photo.  The

first paragraph, the gender and

the comments fields should not

be shown.



If the first name AND second name fields are left blank, show only the surname influence copy and

no photo.

For all other null occurrences, do not show image and corresponding text (Null field = Null Result)

The following are the codes for the report card program:

a = 1

e = 5

i = 9

o = 6

u = 3

y = 7  

(but only when the y is the

only vowel in the name.

Otherwise, y is a consonant. 

b = 2

c = 3

d = 4

f = 6

g = 7

h = 8

j = 1

k = 2

l = 3

m = 4

n = 5

p = 7

q = 8

r = 9

s = 1

t = 2

v = 4

w = 5

x = 6

y = 7

z = 8

All calculations should be in the current program on the DVD and correct.

We would like to create an option so that sometime in the future we can add a data base of valid

names. Since the program will come up with a code for any sequence of letters that are put in we

want to avoid people putting nonsense names or words into the report card, (like jhdksdv).  When

this option is enabled it will check the text entered against the database of valid names.  If the

name is found to be invalid it will respond with an invalid name error message.  We will also need to

allow admin to append the list of names as needed.

In addition to the photo and description copy as shown on the DVD version, we want to add the bar

charts “Strongest Aspects” and “Greatest Challenges” to the bottom of the page.  (These are on

separate tabs on the DVD version.)  We do not need the Zoom Feature included on the DVD

version, however I would move the title from the left and move it above the graph so that the graph

can be full width thereby making it considerably larger on the screen that what is show on the

illustration above.



2. Search by Code, Origin or Beginning Letter

This section will be the same as the DVD.



3. Compare Profiles

The Compare Profiles option will

operate the same as the DVD,

however it will display the comparison

graphs at the bottom of the page

instead of on a separate tab like the

DVD.

The illustration to the left is correct in

that it shows the graph at the bottom,

but it is incorrect in that it shows two

graphs, (one for each name).  It

should show a comparison graph

similar to the ones on the DVD as

shown below.

The first name will be one color and

the second name will be a 2  color innd

the graph.

There will be two graphs, one for

Strongest Aspects and another for

Greatest Challenges



THE NAMING EXPERIENCE

The initial page for

the Lab is the sign up

page shown on the

left.   At the top right

corner there is a

Naming Lab Login. 

We will need to

design a simple login

page.

To use the Naming

Lab a subscription

must have been

previously purchased

and currently valid.

 

The Login page must

check login

credentials for;

• Initial subscription

date

• Length of

subscription

purchased

• If the subscription

has expired.

If the login credentials

are valid then the

user will go to the

subscription landing

page shown below:



The Compare Profile

screen will be

designed to allow the

user to enter two

names similar to the

screen shot from the

DVD to the left.  It will

also contain the copy

from the screen shot

and the “Get Profiles”

button.

The comparison

results screen will be

similar to the screen

shot from the DVD on

the left.  However, it

will NOT contain the

images, only the “Mini

Profile” copy.



This screen shot from

the DVD shows one of

the Comparison

Graphs that will be

included as the user

scrolls down the page.

It will NOT include the

zoom feature.

The graph will be

labeled as “Strongest

Aspects Comparison”

As with the graph on

the left, each name

will be shown as a

separate color.

 

Similar to the graph

shown to the left, as

the user scrolls further

down the page (below

the “Strongest Aspects

Comparison” chart)

there will be a 2nd

comparison graph

labeled “Greatest

Challenges

Comparison”.

This graph will also

show each name in a

different color as

shown in the image.  

There will be NO zoom

feature.

NOTE: The features

on the subscription

page include a

“Compatibility Style”

section.  To date we have no information pertaining to this section.



The Compatibility Report Card

landing page is shown to the

left.  It allows the user to enter a

name to see a Compatibility

Report Card.



This is a screen shoot

of the Compatibility

Report Card results

page.  The results are

the same as what was

on the previous

naming site

Compatibility Report

Card results page.

The only change will

be that the grades will

be screened out as

shown in the image to

the left.

THE BUSINESS NAMING EXPERIENCE

The Business Name Report will be created from the .air file that was previously developed.  To date

we have been unable to open / extract the files for this portion of the Business Name Report Card. 

We will include the scope of work for this portion of the development in a future document.


